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Short assignment #2 
 
The Finnish NP allows a degree of word-order freedom that we have not seen in in class so 
far.   Discover and state a generalization concerning this word-order freedom — and 
crucially to explain the restrictions on this word-order freedom! Your answer should 
include tree fragments illustrating your solution, ideally one or more trees for each 
example type.  Treat the possessive NPs here as complements of N, and don't try to do 
anything with the morphology of the nouns.   
 
Hint: Something discussed in Tuesday's class will give you almost all of the answer.  (If 
you've heard of something called "movement",  please ignore that concept in your answer 
to this problem.  It has no relevance to the intended solution to this problem. We'll be 
discussing movement next week.) 
   
(1) Some NPs1 
 a. kuva    Marjasta 
  picture Marja's 
  'Marja's picture' 
 
 b. Marjan   kuva 
  Marja's picture 
  'Marja's picture' 
 
 c. raja      maitten   välillä 
  border countries between 
  'the border between the countries'   
 
 d. maitten     välinen  raja 
  countries  between border 
  'the border between the countries' 
 
 
(2) Some PPs2 
 a. ilman    kuvaa   
  without picture   

'without the picture' 
 
 b. kuvaa  ilman 
  picture without  

'without the picture' 
 

                                                
1 Ignore the difference in morphology on Marja in (1a-b), and ignore all other morphological differences 
that you may spot in this problem set (just to keep things simple). 
2 Not all prepositions allow both options.   For example, though I'm not sure, I think that välillä 'between' 
allows only the options shown.  Ignore this. 

 c. yli       rajan   
  across border 

'across the border' 
 
 d. rajan yli   
  border across 

'across the border' 
 
 
More complex expressions: 
 
 (3) a. ilman    kuvaa  Marjasta 
  without picture Marja's  

'without Marja's picture' 
 
 b. ilman    Marjan kuvaa    
  without Marja 's picture 

'without Marja's picture' 
 
 c.  Marjan  kuvaa   ilman 
   Marja 's picture without 

'without Marja's picture' 
 
 d.  *kuvaa Marjasta ilman 
   picture Marja's  without 
 (an attempt to say) 'without Marja's picture' 
 
 
(4)  a. kohti     kuvaa   Stalinista3  
   towards picture Stalin's 
  'towards a picture of Stalin' 
 
  b. kohti      Stalinin kuvaa 
   towards  Stalin's picture  
  'towards a picture of Stalin' 
 
  c. Stalinin kuvaa  kohti 
  Stalin's  picture towards  
  'towards a picture of Stalin' 
 
 d. *kuvaa  Stalinista kohti  
    picture Stalin's    towards   
 (an attempt to say) 'towards a picture of Stalin' 

                                                
3 Why is Stalin in these examples?  I have no idea ... 
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(5) a. yli       rajan   maitten    välillä 
  across border countries between 
  'across the border between the countries' 
	

b. yli  maitten    välisen    rajan 
across countries  between border 

  'across the border between the countries' 
 
 c. maitten    välisen   rajan   yli 

countries between border across 
  'across the border between the countries' 

 
 d. *rajan     maitten   välillä     yli 

 border  countries between across 
 (an attempt to say) 'across the border between the countries' 
 
  
 


